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INTRODUCTION records are not necessary for sampling or esti
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate mation they are necessary for the frame

problems in identifying duplicates in name and maintenance and updating To avoid redoing
address files The illustration takes the form work during updates each identified duplicate
of report on work in progress on developing and associate record should be maintained in

methods that are readily applicable to many the master frame file and contain Its

address lists consisting primarily of companies respective parents control number
or establishments The specific examples are For this paper the set of associates

taken from lists in use at the Energy Informa includes nonreporting subsidiaries of parents
tion Administration EIA predecessors of active firms and nonreporting

In developing matching methods we wish to affiliates of active firms

minimize Type and Type II error rates Type 2.3 What is Presented In the Paper
error is false match identified as poten

The remainder of this paper shows how new
tial match by software and Type II error is

match/merge strategy was developed Section
duplicate that is unmatched

contains the procedures and describes data
This paper presents methodology for deter

bases used for the evaluation
mining and comparing error rates when various

The main results of applying the newly
matching strategies are applied to files in

developed match/merge strategy to the
which duplicates are identified and contain the

constructed empirical data base are compared
corresponding active records control numbers

with the results from applying previously
It also presents methodology for determining

existing strategy in section Section
error rates based on samples The sample

contains results from applying the new strategy
related methodology is not new but can be

to two special frames It was used in
nontrivially deduced from cluster sampling

identifying potential duplicates within the
techniques see e.g Cochran 1977 and from EIA23 Oil and Gas Well Operators frame and
techniques for estimating rates of duplicates matches in the EIA7A Coal Production frame
Deming and Glasser 1959 The techniques of

with comparable file from the Mine Safety and
Deming and Glasser are widely applicable but do

Health Administration MSHA
not appear to be widely known

Results from applying discriminant
The matching methods presented can be easily

analysis procedure to the firstempirical data
implemented on files containing less than

base are presented in section The final
100000 records because they require minimal

sectIon Contains some conclusions and some
programming expertise no sophisticated methods

ideas for future work
of file structuring or sort mechanisms and no

historical knowledge of formatting conventions METHODS USED TO DEVELOP NEW STRATEGIES
or the probability of match given that various In order to develop more effective

subportions of fields take certain values and match/merge strategy it was necessary to
agree construct suitable empirical data base

BACKGROUND for refining procedures
2.1 Why Procedures are Needed define evaluation Łriteria

EIA has continuing need for match/merge refine procedures and

software because survey frames must be periodic evaluate procedures on additional data

ally updated using lists from State and commer bases
cial sources The software must be sufficiently 3.1 Creation of Suitable Empirical Data

flexible tc assure that it can be readily Base

applied to variety of surveys The modifica The basic empirical data base containing
tions in the match/merge procedures should be in 66414 records was constructed by removing
the strategy of application rather than in modi easily identified duplicates from set of

fications to the basic programs 176000 records obtained from 11 ETA and 47

As there appears to be no common terminology State and industry lists of sellers of

connected with some of the concepts of associ petroleum products Of the 66414 records

ation we introduce some here duplicate 3091 are duplicates 8456 are associates and

record is redundant record having both 54867 are headquarters records The final set

similar name and similar street address to the of duplicates were identified through both

active record that is maintained for mailing computerassisted and manual procedures while

purposes An associate record is redundant the set of associates were identified through
record having either different name and/or callbacks or surveying
street address from the cand/corresponding 3.2 Criteria for Evaluation

active record that is regarded as its parent
The pqnt or headquarters record is the 3.2.1 Type and II errors

active record that is maintained for mailing As unmatched duplicates are considerably
more difficult to identify than false matchespurposes

Those retained redundant records that are
the primary emphasis in developing new

connected to parent records are referred to as strategy was minimizing Type II errors before

dispensable records Although dispensable minimizing Type errors
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It is important to note that if file has no because the EIA7A is countylevel frame of

unmatched duplicate records then any operators of facilities associated with surface

match/merge strategy applied will either yield mining underground mining or preparation

no potential pairs or Type error rate of 100 plants while the MSHA list does not always

percent and Type II error rate of percent distinguish between types of mining operations
Because the basic empirical data base is rela may aggregate some mining operations across

tively free of duplicates as result of counties and may list owners instead of

reducing it from 176000 to 66000 records operators

application of any match/merge strategy will 3.3.2 Determination of Type II error rates

produce relatively high Type error rates using samples

3.2.2 Rateimatched dispensable records Type II error rates are determined via

The number of unmatched dispensables as manual review of all records in sample of

percentage of the total number of records in threedigit ZIP codes or any other suitable

file is also an important evaluation criteria identifier in files in which duplicates have

We define the rate of unmatched dispensable not been previously identified The set of

records as Q/XQ100 where is either the Identified duplicates is divided into those

number of unmatched duplicate records or the that would be identified by the matching

number of unmatched associate records and is criteria and those that would not Estimators

the number of parent records of the rate and its variance can be determined

This additional evaluation criteria is impor by the usual formulas from cluster sampling

tant because the Type II error rate criterIa see e.g Cochran 1977 sec 11.12 For

will not provide measure of how free of dup more details see Winkler 1984
licates and associates file is The Type II 3.3.3 Determination of Type error rates

error rate does not work well because as the using samples

number of duplicates in file decreases the Type error rates are determined via manual

Type II error rate U/D100 where is the review of simple random sample of potential

number of unmatched duplicates will necessarily matches in those files in which duplicates have

increase not been previously identified Use of results

In the analysis of the empirical data base based on samples necessari.y yields confidence

is held constant so that the comparative advan intervals for the true parameter see Winkler

tages of various strategies can be assessed 1984 for theoretical details
using Type II error rates The rate of 3.4 Discriminant Analysis
unmatched dispensable records will not work well To determine the relative value of

for these comparative evaluations because it is individual fields such as name Street address

too dependent on the number of parent records city state ZIP code and telephone in

which does nor change That is if Ui and U2 determining likely true and false matches

are the numbers of unmatched duplicates under discriminant analysis procedure was tried The

two matching strategies and U1U2X then input data consisted of the numeric values

U1/U1X and U2/U2X are approximately equal corresponding to the largest matching character

3.3 Evaluation of Selected Methods Using Other strings starting from the first character for

Data Bases each field associated with pairs of records

The most successful of the matching strate matched by software

gies developed may be dependent on the basic As the actual truth or falsehood of each

empirical data base To evaluate how widely match was known random samples could be drawn

applicable the strategies are they must be and used for calibrating the discrimination

applied to other data bases procedures

3.3.1 Data bases selected RESULTS USING THE BASIC EMPIRICAL DATA BASE

The data bases selected for additional work The results in this section are based on

are the EIA23 Oil and Gas Well Operators frame applying three different sets of matching cri
and the Coal Production frame teria that were developed as the understanding

The EIA-23 frame which contains 21637 of matching strategies improved The current

records identified as active unduplicated enti set of matching criteria given below were

ties is used faa identifying duplicates within developed using the empirical data base Prior

list As it contains large number of to use in the matching program each address

records associated with partnerships it file has most punctuation deleted and the spel
presents new difficulty from those eticountered ling of words such as STREET NORTH BOX
in the empirical data base which generally did etc standardized

not contain partnerships As there is no com
plete identification of duplicates Type and Basic Set of Matching Criteria

Type II error rates corresponding to duplicates

must be computed based on samples characters ZIP characters name

The EIA7A frame is particularly useful characters ZIP characters street

data base because many of its records can be address

connected to records in list from the Mine 10 digits telephone

Safety and Health Administration MSHA using Sort name field into words of

the MSHA ID There are 3262 pairs of records decreasing length and then match using

from the two files that are separated into

duplicates and associates and that can be used An early set of 12 criteria were developed
in determining the Type and Type II error on an ad hoc basis and used in creating the

rates for various matching strategies The empirical data base they are described fully

EIA7A/MSHA comparison yields new difficulty in Winkler 1984 but are not necessary for
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this discussion An intermediate set of seven estimated at 91.2 percent 8604 of 9.438

criteria which were developed using the potential duplicates with coefficient of

empirical data base include the four criteria variation of 1.49 percent The 95 percent
in the basic set and 15 characters of name confidence interval for the true percentage of

word length sort and then match using Type errors is 88.493.9
criteria and word length sort of 5.2 EIA7A and MSHA Coal Operators Frames

address and then match using criteria of the preliminary review of the outputs from

basic set matching the EIA7A frame with the MSHA franc

Table shows the improvement in matching indicated that the matching criteria could be

effidiency with each of the successive sets of modified to lower Type error rates with

criteria The Type II error rate of approxi little increase in Type II error rates The

mately 17 percent with the early set of criteria basic matching criteria used consisted solely
is reduced to approximately percent with the of threedigit county code and characters

intermediate and later Sets of criteria Manual name and threedigit county code and

processing as indicated by the number of poten characters Street address

tial matches is reduced from 39000 to 34000 The word length sort combined with criteria

to 12000 with the successive sets of criteria and was also used to identify
while Type error rates remained relatively additional duplicates Matching using company
constant name only was not used because the large number

APPLICATION TOOTHER DATA BASES FOR VERIFI of mines associated with large companies
CATION yielded excessively high Type error rates

5.1 EIA23 Oil and Gas Well Operators Frame Matching using the phone number was not used

preliminary review of the EIA23 list and because the MSHA file does not generally
review of early outputs indicated that the basic contain phone numbers

set of matching criteria could be modified to Two comparisons were performed by matching
lower Type error rates with little increase in two independent random samples of 1000 records

Type II error rates The matching criteria used with the corresponding 3262 records in the

consisted solely of digits ZIP and char MSHA frame Two samples instead of all 3262
acters name and digits ZIP and charac corresponding MSHA records were used to

ters street address For consistency with determine how much variation might occur if

earlier results criteria 15 characters name samples instead of entire files are used
and 10 digits phone were are also used Table shows that little variatior occurs

The word length sort was dropped because the 5.2.1 Overall results

name and address fields in the EIA23 file are The overall results Table show that in

consistently formatted Matching using 15 the first sample the first set of criteria

characters of the name or the phone number were identify 75.83 and 48.47 percent of duplicates

dropped because review of random samples of and associates respectively the second set

records matched using these criteria would have identify 81.57 and 51.29 percent of duplicates
identified duplicates that all wouid have been and associates respectively In the second

identified by criterias and above The sample the first set of criteria identify
number of characters in the street address was 77.50 and 49.88 percent of duplicates and

increased to eight because use of only six associates respectively the second set

characters yielded more false matches with no identify 82.25 and 52.44 percent of duplicates

apparent decrease in the number of unmatched and associates respectively

duplicates 5.2.2 Type II error rates

Results are preliminary because the identifi From Table we obtain that the Type II

cation of true matches within the set of poten error rate for matching duplicates in the first

tial matches and of true duplicates within the sample using Criteria and and Criteria

set of records in threedigit ZIP codes have not and with the word length sort are 5.57

been verified independently The independent and 3.30 percent respectively for associates

verification will be part of the normal EIA23 29.88 and 15.06 respectively The Type II

frame updating which takes place in the fall error rate for matching duplicates in the

5.1.1 Type II error rates second sample using Criteria and and

Review of cluster sample of 1885 records Criteria and with the word length sort

from 19 threedigit ZIP codes yielded 29 dupli are 5.10 and 2.99 percent respectively for

cates of which would not be identified by associates 31.09 and 15.55 respectively
criterias and or criterfas

and above Thus the Type II error 5.2.3 Type error rates

rate is 0.034 1/29 with standard deviation of Independently applying Criteria and

0.024 and the 95 percent confidence interval is and Criteria and plus the word length

00.082 see Winkler 1984 for details sort to the first sample yields 841 and 1581
5.1.2 Type error rates potential duplicates and Type error rates of

The overall rate of false matches using 23.9 and 32.3 percent respectively Indepen

criteria and is estimated at 90.2 per dently applying the two sets of criteria to the

cent 6902 of 7650 potential duplicates with second sample yields 859 and 1618 potential

coefficient of variation of 1.83 percent The duplicates and Type error rates of 26.2 and

95 percent confidence interval for the true per 34.5 percent respectively These Type error

centage of Type errors is 86.993.5 rates are necessarily biased low because they

The overall rate of false matches using en are based on comparing MSHA records with the

teria and plus criteria 10 subset of EIA7A records having MSHA IDs not

characters name and 10 digits phone is the entire set of EIA7A records
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5.2.4 Rate of unmatched dispensable r.ecords initials surname street name or street

For the first sample the first set of cri number are used

teria yields Table that the rate of The Department of Agriculture the Bureau of

unmatched duplicate records is 5.27 percent and the Census and Statistics Canada have all

the rate of unmatched associate records is 23.01 developed and implemented methods for using the

percent the second set of criteria 3.20 and information available in subdivided fields

13.09 percent for duplicates and associates The weighting methodologies however have used

respectively For the second sample the first approaches based on the theory of Fellegi and

set of criteria yields Table that the rate Sunter 1969 e.g Agriculture Census under

of unmatched duplicate records is 4.85 percent investigation and ad hoc methods Statistics

and the rate of unmatched associate records is Canada and Census that are different from the

23.01 percent the second set of criteria 2.90 discriminant analysis approach

and 13.19 percent for duplicates and associates 7.1.2 Search mechanisms

respectively Current software compares every address

RESULTS OF DISCRININANT ANALYSIS record with every record in the spelling

The basic results were that discriminant standardization tables If suitable distance

analysis procedures could not accurately delia measure could be developed then methods for

eate likely true and false matches and that searching subportions of files Friedman
numeric results varied substantially according Bentley and Finkel 1977 could be used for

to the different random samples used for cali substantially improving search times At

bration and evaluation present improving search times is low

Many false matches characterized as true priority because the standardization program

with probability greater than .90 had the which requires between 10 and 60 minutes CPU

form time only needs to be run once
7.1.3 Capture/Recapture

Smith Oil 114 Main St Houston Various authors e.g Scheuren 1983 have

77001 713/4569986 suggested using capture/recapture methods for

Jones Fuel 114 Main St Houston evaluating rates of unmatched duplicates This

77001 713/4569986 paper see also Winkler 1984 shows that

estimators of the rates that are based on

Many true matches characterized as false samples can have high coefficients of

with probability greater than .90 had the variation As formulas for estimating the

form effect of population or list overlap on

population totals requires exact counts of

Solas 011 1114 Main St Pittsburgh population overlap see e.g Bishop Fienberg

15134 412/7631186 and Holland 1975 Chapter additional

Salas Fuel 114 Main St Greensburg variance in estimates of population totals will

15201 412/7631186 generally be induced by the use of estimators

of population overlap

The first example represents pair of retail Even if statisticians know the error rates

establishments one having gone out of business associated with match/merge software and with

and the other occupying the location of the pre manual followup providing accurate estimates

vious establishment The second example repre of population totals or undercounts will be

sents the situation in which typographical dif difficult

ferences occur in multiple fields 7.2 Summary

Tables and show the results of discrim Organizations such as the Department of

inant analysis procedure based on independent Agriculture the Bureau of the Census and Sta

samples Results vary substantially because tistics Canada have developed and refined frame

samples of size 500 used in calibrating the dis maintenance techniques Such refinements can

criminant analysis procedures were not suffi take the form of developing probabilities

ciently large to yield stable covariance weights for successful matches based on

matrices As there are only 3900 potential followup of tens of thousands of records over

matches of duplicates taking substantially period of years sophisticated data base

larger samoles is not possible structuring that allows faster access and

improved search algorithms that take advantage

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK of both the data base structure and new

The results from applying the match/merge input/output methods available on some corn

software to the basic empirical data base the puters
EIA23 frame and the EIA7A/NSHA files show EIA has many fuelspecific frames of rela
that the matching strategies are straightforward tively small size generally less than 10000
to apply and can be easily modified Because records The construction of vocabulary

the modifications are in the strategy of appli based weighting scheme for identifying true

cation rather than in the code match/merge duplicates in each survey frame does not seem

strategies can be refined by statisticians or to be costeffective nor does the development

survey managers with minimal training of sophisticated data base structures or search

7.1 Problems Remaining algorithms which may require more maintenance

7.1.1 weighting methodologies than sequential files and sequential searches

Although the discritninant analysis procedure Given that the match/merge strategies

section did not work well with numeric data presented in this paper require little pro
obtained from examining entire fields it may gramming expertise or maintenance and can be

perform better if subportions of fields such as relatively quickly applied to standard
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sequential data files we believe the most 1977 An Algorithm for Finding Best

costeffective approach to frame maintenance in Matches in Logarithmic Expected Time ACM

relatively small files is to reduce the rate of Trans Math Software 209226
false matches within the structure of our Hall and Dowling 1980
existing matching strategies Approximate String Matching Computing

Surveys 12 381402
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Table Results of Matching 3091 Duplicates
and 8456 Associates with 54867 Parents

Rates are percentages

Early Intermed Current
Set of Set of Set of

MatchingMatching Matching
Criteria Criteria Criteria

Type II

Error Rate

Duplicates 16.5 0.8 1.4

Associates 27.2 11.1 27.3

Dispensables 24.5 8.3 20.4

Type Errors
For Dispensahies

Potential
Matches 39000 34880 12000

Error Rate 44 37 41

For Duplicates
Potential

Matches NA 12008 3100
Error Rate NA 17 30

Rate of Unmatched

Duplicates 8.86 0.05 0.08

Associates 3.97 1.68 4.84

Disperisables 4.78 1.72 4.11

________ ____ ____ ____
NA Not available
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